We propose quantitative definitions of network community and hierarchy in collaboration networks described by bipartite graphs, whose basic elements, named actors, take part in events, organizations or activities, named acts. We show, by examples, in some practical * Corresponding author.
Introduction
The networks, which describe real complex systems, are called "complex" because most of them show three main properties:
1-3 relatively smaller averaged distances and larger clustering coefficients (small-world effect 4 ), exact or approximate powerlaw degree distributions (scale-free property 5 ), and community structures. 6 These properties are not explained by exact regular or uniformly random connectivity.
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In this paper we focus on community and hierarchy, which are other important properties of complex networks. Newman has published the most influential papers about community. [7] [8] [9] [10] He adopts a traditional qualitative definition of community, i.e., "the division of network nodes into groups within which the network connections are dense, but between which they are sparser." 7 There have been some publications relating community and hierarchy quantitatively, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] which are very helpful and illuminating. A special notation should be given to the systematic investigations by da F. Costa and his cooperators. 14, [16] [17] [18] 20 For the identification of community and hierarchy, Newman and Girvan have proposed a series of important algorithms. [7] [8] [9] 22 Review of community-finding methods can be found in Refs. 3, 22 and 23 . In this paper, however, we would like to propose a new definition and searching algorithm for community and hierarchy, which is applicable only in collaboration networks. The motivation of the proposal is that we believe there can be a method to identify community and hierarchy in collaboration networks more easily. The identification is directly based on empirical data. Also, the new definition clearly divides the communities into hierarchy structures. Collaboration Networks are considered as an important research subject in both social network studies 24 and complex network investigations. 4, 5, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] The networks contain two types of nodes -acts, i.e., certain activities, events or organizations; and actors, i.e., the participants. These networks can be described nicely by a bipartite graph with collaboration relationships between the nodes only, ignoring all other relationships such as competitions and supervisions. For description of collaboration networks, a projected single-mode (unipartite) network of a bipartite graph is often used, which contains only one type of nodes, actors. In the unipartite graph all actors participating in the same act are connected by links. Thus, each act is represented by an "act complete subgraph (ACSG)." We adopt the projected unipartite graph in this paper since it shows a clearer picture where the ACSGs are highly overlapping and nested. However, we shall still define and discuss community and hierarchy based on bipartite graphs, which obviously contain much more information. It is worth noting that, in the projected unipartite graph every complete graph with h nodes can be subdivided into some complete subgraphs with m nodes (m < h); therefore, a complete subgraph in the unipartite graph may not be an ACSG. In social network theory, a clique is defined as a maximal complete subgraph of three or more nodes. 24 Most of the ACSGs are cliques, however, as can be seen in Secs. 7 and 4, some ACSGs may have only two (even only one) actor-nodes. Also, an ACSG may subsume another smaller ACSG, which obviously is not maximal. Therefore, an ACSG may not be a clique. In the bipartite graph it is unambiguous that an ACSG consisted of all the actors participating in a common act; the empirical data already contain the information of ACSGs (each ACSG includes that actor-nodes). Figure 1 shows a schematic for explaining bipartite graph and its projection where the squares labeled by T 1, T 2, and T 3 are acts, the circles labeled by the numbers from 1 to 9 are actors. In a bipartite graph only the edges between different kinds of nodes, i.e., between acts and actors, are considered. In the projected unipartite graph these edges are projected and form ACSGs, such as the ACSG of actor nodes 1, 2, 3, 4; or 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; or 6, 7, 8, 9 . Although most of the real world collaboration networks, which we have studied (Collaboration Network of Hollywood Actors, Travel Route Network of China, several Bus Route Networks, Chinese food recipe network, and Traditional Chinese Herb Prescription Formulation Network 25,26 ), are not social networks, if we focus on "collaboration" relationships, such as different traditional Chinese herbs working together in a prescription, various food elements making a good dish, several places of interest compose a travel route, bus stops are part of a bus route, etc., we can redefine the network actors (herbs, food elements, places of interest, bus stops) and acts (prescriptions, dishes, travel routes, bus routes) and make the networks resemble the projected unipartite graph composed of a set of ACSGs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we present the quantitative definitions of community and hierarchy. In Sec. 7 we display community Fig. 1 . A schematic for explaining bipartite graph and its projection where the squares labeled by T 1, T 2, and T 3 are acts, the circles labeled by the numbers from 1 to 9 are actors. The nodes shared by two acts (ACSGs) are shown by darker black circles. and hierarchy in Traditional Chinese Herb Prescription Formulation Network, in Sec. 4 those in Bus Route Networks of Yangzhou, and in Sec. 5 those in Hollywood collaboration network. In Sec. 6 a new quantity, interweavement, is defined and the interweavement values in several real world networks are presented. In the last section we draw the conclusion and make some discussions.
Quantitative Definition of Community and Hierarchy in Collaboration Networks
We propose the following definitions:
. . , x n } be the set of actor nodes in a projected unipartite collaboration network, where x i is the ith actor node. Let
. . , T m } be the set of ACSGs in the network, where T j is the jth ACSG. The notation x i ∈ T j means that actor x i is a node of ACSG T j (x i takes part in the act corresponding to T j ). The notation x i / ∈ T j means that x i is not a node of ACSG T j .
(2) We define an "adjacency matrix of the bipartite graph" as A = (a ij ) n×m ,
From the definition, we can get the following three properties.
• If n i=1 a iα a iβ = 0, then two ACSGs T α and T β are "adjacent", (i.e., T α ∩ T β = Ø).
• If n i=1 a iα a iβ = h > 0, then two ACSGs T α and T β share exactly h nodes.
• Two ACSGs T p and T q are "connected" if there exist a set of positive integers
(3) Denote "h-hierarchy indexing set" by 
(4) The union set of all connected hierarchy cores with the level of hierarchies greater than or equal to h is called the "h-hierarchy community of network," denoted by
For any hierarchy core T * i , we say that T * i is "connected" with the h-hierarchy community of network C h , if there exist a hierarchy core T * j ⊂ C h , such that T * i and T * j are connected. The searching algorithm can be easily obtained from the definitions above.
Step 1. By using the data of affiliation relation between an act and the actors, we can get the adjacent matrix of the bipartite graph A = (a ij ) n×m .
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Step 2. 
, (i.e., h min is the least level of hierarchies). The notation "h min↑ " means that h min↑ is the second least level of hierarchies. The notation "h max↓ " means that h max↓ is the second greatest level of hierarchies.
Step 3. By taking (α, β) ∈ Γ hmax , we can get all h max -hierarchy cores T * hmax , and according to the connectivity definition of two hierarchy cores, find all connected T * hmax , make their union set to get the h max -hierarchy community, C hmax .
Step 4. By taking (α, β) ∈ Γ h max↓ , we can get all h max↓ -hierarchy cores
which is connected with C hmax , make their union set to get the h max↓ -hierarchy community of network C h max↓ .
Step 5. Repeat Step 4. Finally, by taking (α, β) ∈ Γ hmin , we can get all h minhierarchy cores T * hmin , find all connected T * hmin . From the connected T * hmin , pick out those T * hmin which is connected with C h min↑ , make their union set to get the h min -hierarchy community of network C hmin .
We demonstrate the algorithm introduced above using Fig. 1 .
Step 1. By using the data of affiliation relation between act and actor, we can get the affiliation relation matrix of the bipartite graph: 
Step 2. When
a i1 a i2 = 3 ;
a i2 a i3 = 1 .
So, we can get all hierarchy indexing sets:
Step 3. By taking (α, β) ∈ Γ 3 = {(1, 2)}, we can get 3-hierarchy core T * 3 = T 1 ∪T 2 , it is also 3-hierarchy community, C 3 .
Step 4. Since Γ 2 = Ø, therefore 2-hierarchy core T * 2 is an empty set. T 1 ∪ T 2 is also 2-hierarchy community of network C 2 .
Step 5. By taking (α, β) ∈ Γ 1 = {(2, 3)}, we can get 1-hierarchy cores T *
it is 1-hierarchy community, C 1 .
Community and Hierarchy in Traditional Chinese Herb Prescription Formulation Network
Among the above-mentioned networks, such as Collaboration Network of Hollywood Actors, Travel Route Network of China, Bus Route Networks of some Chinese cities, Chinese food recipe network, and Traditional Chinese Herb Prescription Formulation Network, we will use three of them to illustrate the application of our definitions of community and hierarchy in real life. Through these representative examples, we can better understand the meaning of these definitions, and come to appreciate the common properties of these networks. We will start with the Traditional Chinese Herb Prescription Formulation Network (TCHPFN). Chinese herbology resulted from the simple dialectical materialism philosophy of the traditional Chinese. It emphasizes the inner cause of any illness and states that a healthy body should be able to maintain a dynamic balance against the world outside of the body through self-adjustment. Therefore, any illness is due to unbalance between the inner self and the outside world. However, the balance is affected by many different and complicated changing factors, and unbalance cannot always be treated by a single herb, which is able to attack just a few problems. In addition, any herb has a side effect. It may be effective in dealing with one factor but it would also cause other unbalance. So we need to combine appropriate herbs to make an effective prescription where different herbs work together in a complementary manner in order to cure an illness and minimize the side effects.
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We symbolize every herb as a node in the graph, and draw a link between herbs included in a prescription to represent their interactions, i.e., their collaboration relationship in the process of curing an illness. A prescription is then represented as an ACSG. Some herbs are shared among different prescriptions and can be seen as bridges between different ACSGs. The set of ACSGs then is now a network of prescriptions as shown in Fig. 2 .
We have included 1536 prescriptions (ACSGs) and 681 herbs (actors) from Refs. 33 and 34 for our study. These herbal prescriptions are the results of long-term experiments conducted by the Chinese people and serve as the representative samples of the prescription population. According to our research, a herbal prescription (ACSG) contains at most 15 different herbs (two such cases) and at least 1 herb (168 such cases). It is most probable that a prescription would contain 3 different herbs (306 such cases), and becomes less possible when the number of herbs in a prescription increases or decreases. We list out the distribution of the number of nodes per ACSG in Table 1 .
In the study, we find out that liquorice has the maximum degree in the Chinese herb prescription network, i.e., it is the most popular herb. Following liquorice are tuckahoe, ginseng, angelica, Milkvetch Root, Largehead Atractylodes Rhizome in a decreasing order. These are either mild auxiliary herbs or boosters for the auxiliaries. They are widely used in different prescriptions becoming the major bridges among different ACSGs in the network. On the other hand, herbs of small degree are rarely used which are highly specialized major or auxiliary herbs such as hedgehog skin, ginkgo seed, white haricot, Stemonaceae, silk, etc. The average act degree of nodes in TCHPFN is 9.21, meaning that each herb, on average, takes part in a little more than 9 prescriptions. From our empirical investigation, we know that ACSGs in the network are strongly overlapped with each other. The largest network ACSG has 15 nodes, which means the two largest neighboring ACSGs can share at most 14 nodes (or 15 in a special case discussed below); therefore, the largest hierarchy level of this network is 14 or 15 and the community with highest hierarchy can only contain two ACSGs. Obviously, this is a rare case. In fact, these two largest ACSGs only share 1 common node in the real network. The maximum number of shared nodes between any two ACSGs is 10, which implies that the maximum hierarchy is 10. In our example, the community with highest hierarchy contains only two ACSGs. In other words, there are only two ACSGs that share 10 nodes and each of them contains at least 10 nodes. One of the acts is a 10 ACSG and the other one is a 12 ACSG containing all 10 nodes in the first one. It is also the 10-hierarchy core for the highest hierarchy level. This community is shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 4 , a 9-hierarchy community from the prescription network is shown. It certainly subsumes the 10-hierarchy core shown in Fig. 3 . There is another 9-hierarchy core composed of two acts with the same 9 nodes but with different prescription proportion. This is a special case that should be treated as a 9-hierarchy core combined set with 9 shared nodes coming from two 9-ACSGs.
An 8-hierarchy community is shown in Fig. 5 . This community certainly subsumes the 10-hiearchy core shown in Fig. 3 and the 9-hierarchy core shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 3 . 10-hierarchy community in TCHPFN (also the 10-hierarchy core for the highest hierarchy) including two ACSGs. One of the ACSGs has 10 nodes (gray solid circles); the other ACSG has 12 nodes. The 10 shared nodes at the center of the graph are shown in gray solid circles. Fig. 4 . A 9-hierearchy community in TCHPFN including a 9-hiearchy core shown in black solid circles and black squares (formed by two prescriptions made of the same herbs but different proportions) and a 10-hierarchy core shown by gray squares and black squares (also a 10-hierarchy community for the highest hierarchy level as already shown in Fig. 3 ). Fig. 3 ), a 9-hierarchy core in gray circles, and three black triangles on the right (shown in Fig. 4) , an 8-hierarchy core in gray squares and two black triangles on the left (the 8-ACSGs is in squares, the 10-ACSG include all the 8 nodes in square and the 2 shared black triangles), and a 8-hierarchy core in gray circles and two black triangles at the top of the graph (formed by two 9-ACSGs with 8 shared nodes and 1 additional black triangle node, respectively).
There are two other 8-hierarchy cores. One of them is formed by an 8-ACSG and a 10-ACSG, which subsumes the former entirely. The other one is formed by two 9-ACSGs, which share 8 common nodes.
The prescription network basically is a connected graph, i.e., most ACSGs are connected, and some ACSGs are located in small-disconnected subgraphs. The
Community and Hierarchy in Bus Route Networks of Yangzhou
Similarly, we can symbolize each bus stop as a node, connections between two stops in the same bus route as links; then each bus route can be represented as an ACSG. This network definition usually is called "space P" topology of transportation system. 35, 25, 26 Shared nodes between different ACSGs serve as bridges, i.e., locations where people can make transitions from one bus route to another. Our study is done based on the transportation data, published in Ref. 36 of Yangzhou city, which is a small city but famous in history and culture. We list some statistical results in Tables 2 and 3 . Since this network is a connected graph and the maximal number of nodes per ACSG is 40, it is implied that the two largest ACSGs (one with 40 nodes, the other with 34 nodes) can share at most 34 nodes, that the network's highest hierarchy level cannot exceed 34, and that the community with highest hierarchy can only contain 2 ACSGs. In fact, the number of shared nodes between these two ACSGs is 24, meaning that the highest hierarchy is 24. We show this 24-hierarchy community in Fig. 6 . For the community with highest hierarchy, this is also the 24-hiearchy core. It is formed by 2 ACSGs (bus routes), both of which are bus routes going out toward suburb through some shared stops in downtown.
A 15-hierarchy community of the Yangzhou city bus route network is shown in Fig. 7 . This is the community of the second highest hierarchy of the network. It certainly contains the 24-hierarchy core shown in Fig. 6 and a 15-hierarchy core formed by 2 ACSGs, one of which is 20-node ACSG and the other 25-node.
In Fig. 8 , a 6-hierarchy community is shown. Since the hierarchy level is low, there are several 6-hierarchy cores. As shown, the structure of the 6-hierarchy community is already too overlapped to be identified by readers. Since Yangzhou city public bus route network is a connected graph, its 1-hierarchy community must include all ACSGs, i.e., 26 acts and 289 actors. The 0-hierarchy community is the same set.
Community and Hierarchy in Hollywood Actors Collaboration Network
Hollywood actors collaboration network has been widely investigated as a typical example of social collaboration networks. 4, 5, 25, 26 Following literature, we symbolize each Hollywood actor/actress as a node, the collaboration relationships between actors in a movie as links, and then each movie is now represented as an ACSG. Different ACSGs are bridged through shared nodes, i.e., the same actors. In order to compare with Traditional Chinese Herb Prescription Formulation Network and Yangzhou city bus route network, we have extracted Hollywood actors collaboration data from the top 1500 movies published is Ref. 37 (we have downloaded 293 304 actors and 181 455 movies in total). In order to visualize the overlapping phenomena in this network, we have shown the collaboration network in Fig. 9 using the top 50 movies (it would be difficult to appreciate the figure without magnification if we had drawn all 1500 movies in it). Obviously, this part of the network is not a connected graph, and connections among ACSGs are sparse (therefore all the ACSGs can be seen clearly).
This only shows the characteristics of earliest movies. At that time the movie actor/actress can only perform a few movies in several years. The overlap between movie-ACSGs becomes much stronger when we investigate the part of the network of later movies. We shall discuss this further in the next section by a new characteristic quantity.
One can still use the proposed methods to search for communities and hierarchies. The highest hierarchy level of the network of the top 1500 movies is 13. The second highest hierarchy level is 11. The community figures are similar to the previous cases, and are therefore not shown here.
Interweavement in collaboration networks
The figures shown in the previous sections give us impression about cores, communities, and overlapping between ACSGs. However, the figures can show only the ACSG overlapping in some small parts of the networks. According to these figures, one cannot answer the question: which network is mostly overlapping and nested? Therefore, it is necessary to quantify this characteristic by a new statistical quantity named interweavement. We firstly define h , the hierarchy number of an ACSG, as the highest hierarchy level value of the cores in which the ACSG takes part, i.e., the largest number of nodes, which it shares with another ACSG. The interweavement is then defined as
In the definition E(h ) and E(S) denote the expectations of h and S, respectively. h min is the least hierarchy number of ACSGs. m h min is the number of the least hierarchy ACSGs. ρ h min is the proportion of the least hierarchy ACSGs. h min↑ is the second least hierarchy number of ACSGs. h max↓ is the second greatest hierarchy number of ACSGs. h max is the greatest hierarchy number of ACSGs. The meanings of other terms are similar, and thus will not be repeatedly stated.
In the case where a network contains M ACSGs, each of them has the same ACSG size S = S const , and all the ACSGs share all their S const nodes (each node takes part in all M ACSGs), and has m h = m Sconst = M and I = (M S const )/(M S const ) = 1. This extreme example shows possibly a strongest overlapping case.
In the case where a network contains M isolated ACSGs, each of them has the same ACSG size S = S const but shares no nodes with others (each node takes part in only one ACSG), and has m h = m 0 = M and I = (M × 0)/(M S const ) = 0. This extreme example shows a possible weakest overlapping case.
In the case where a network contains M ACSGs, each of them has the same ACSG size S = S const , and each of them shares only one node with others (in each ACSG only one node takes part in more than one ACSG), and has m h = m 1 = M and I = (M ×1)/(M S const ) = 1/S const . This example shows a possible case between the strongest and weakest overlapping.
It is clear that 0 ≤ I ≤ 1. We list the interweavement values and the possible implications of some real world networks in Table 4 .
There are two new real world networks listed in Table 4 , the travel route network of China and the Beijing urban circulating bus routes network in 2003. 25, 26 In the travel route network the scenic spots are defined as nodes, and the collaboration between two scenic spots in a travel route as an edge. Usually, the scenic spots in one travel route complement one another in scenery, conveyances, service, amusement, shopping, etc. for attracting tourists. Each scenic spot collaborates with others, contributes its own specialty, and also shares the profit. We choose 240 routes; there are a total of 171 nodes and 719 edges in travel route network. For urban circulating bus route network Compared to Yangzhou, Beijing is a much bigger place and contains much more bus routes, but the level of interweavement of Beijing's network is weaker than that of Yangzhou. This means that we have more bus routes in bigger cities, and the connectivity of bus routes there is not as high. So in small cities where economy is good, it seems easier for one to go around by public transportations than in bigger cities. (Here we have not even considered the higher density of population in bigger cities.)
Conclusion and Discussion
In conclusion we have proposed definitions of community, hierarchy, and a new quantity, interweavement, of collaboration networks. By the definitions, communities in different hierarchy levels can be easily recognized based on empirical data. The hierarchy level is dependent on the overlapping degree of ACSGs. All the communities in different hierarchy levels are interwoven; however, the communities in higher hierarchy levels are composed of stronger overlapping ACSGs; so, they are the denser parts of the networks.
In general real world networks, usually one cannot find direct information about existing communities from the empirical data before suitable computation. This is different from the cases in collaboration networks. It is then hard to answer the question how to best divide a network into communities. To solve this problem, Newman and Girvan have proposed a measurement of a quantity of a certain division of a network. 7 The quantity is called "modularity" and typically represented by Q. It is defined as
where e ij , the element of matrix E, denotes the fraction of edges between the divided communities i and j. Q denotes the ratio of the edge number inside the communities to the total edge number. In every division step (e.g., joining two possible communities by an edge), Newman and Girvan suggested to calculate the "change" of the modularity. The best division of communities corresponds to the largest change of the modularity. 7 In order to show the relevance of our definitions and algorithm, we now make a similar estimation by a simplified network model. Assume there is a network containing M ACSGs, each of them has the same ACSG size S = S const , and all the communities are consisted of a sequence of cores such that in every community a core connects at most two other cores (a community is a " chain" of cores). Consider a core where one finds two ACSGs, which share h nodes. There are 2 × S const − h nodes and S const (S const − 1) edges if multiple edges are counted (i.e., to consider two edges between the two nodes who take part in 1552 H. Chang et al. two ACSGs). It is reasonable to count multiple edges in real world collaboration networks. For example, two movie actors have two edges if they perform in two common movies. Instead, one may ignore multiple edges but consider edge weight. The modularity of the core is S const (S const − 1)/N where N denotes the total edge number in the network. Consider another core where one finds two ACSGs, which share h − 1 nodes. There are 2 × S const − h + 1 nodes and the same S const (S const − 1) edges if multiple edges are counted. The modularity of the core remains the same as S const (S const − 1)/N although the overlapping becomes weaker. This may show that modularity is not suitable for judging the division of the communities formed by highly overlapping ACSGs if multiple edges are counted.
Instead, we propose another quantity, named "averaged edge density per actor," which is defined as
where N e (T ) denotes the edge number in a core or a community, N v (T ) denotes the node number in a core or a community. The numerator can be simplified to m h (B − δ). Since in ordinary cases B > δ, therefore we have D h+1 − D h > 0. This indicates that (h + 1)-hierarchy community is usually a stronger overlapping than h-hierarchy community, and our definitions and algorithm are reasonable in ordinary cases.
